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Political Ban to  be Reviewed
Martha Graham and Dance Company 
Presents Special Drama Program
Pictured above is one illustration of the fact that drama is danced. Erick 
Hawkins, Martha Graham and other members of her Dance Company are 
pictured in a dance group from one of their numbers.
V e te ra n  C a s t C o m p le te s  Final 
Prim ping fo r 4 - N i te r  H ig h  T o r
by Walt Fisher
This week marks the final rehearsal 
period for the Mask and Dagger pro­
duction of Maxwell Anderson’s Critics’ 
Prize play, High Tor, due to Appear 
on the New Hampshire Hall stage for 
a four-night stand next Wednesday 
through Saturday.
The student cast of Anderson’s 
comedy-fantasy, directed by Professor 
Joseph D. Batcheller, comprises a high 
percentage of veteran performers. All 
but three members of the cast have 
appeared in at least one New Hamp­
shire production.
Old To New 
In the protagonist role of Van 
Dorn, the owner of High Tor, and the 
upholder of the outmoded that must 
ever yield to the new, will appear 
W alt Fisher, an active Mask and Dag- 
gerite for nearly four years. During 
that period he has appeared in seven 
shows, notably Wurzel-Flummery, 
Lesson in Love, All My Sons and 
A  Doctor in Spite of Himself.
Sharing the part of Judith on al­
ternate nights will be Miriam Dear­
born and Priscilla Hartwell. Miss 
Dearborn’s last performance* on the
New Hampshire stage was in a one- 
act in the summer of ’48, The Man 
Who Thought of Everything, playing 
opposite another member of High 
Tor’s cast, Bob Piper. She also was 
assistant director for All My Sons last 
fall. Miss Hartwell may be well re­
membered for her fine performance as 
the mad crone, Mother Taggart, in 
No Mother to Guide Her.
Many Old Troupers 
Personating Biggs and Skimmer- 
horn, the owners of the trap-rock 
company who are seeking to buy out 
Van Dorn by means fair or foul, are 
(continued on page 7)
by Kay Haropolous
When the curtain rises tomorrow 
night, Nov. 4, at 8 p.m. in New 
Hampshire Hall, Martha Graham and 
her Dance Company, which includes 
Erick Hawkins and other featured 
soloists, will present one of her mosl 
famous comedies and two of her dance 
dramas. By special request Miss Gra­
ham will perform a solo dance. The 
program will conclude with a com po­
sition in pure dance form.
For the past two seasons, Miss Gra­
ham has not included any of her 
dance solos in her tour programs. 
But she has agreed to present at the 
University one of her most famous 
numbers, “ Stelem Shore” . It is a ten­
der and poignant “ danced ballard” of 
a woman’s longing for the return of 
her beloved from the sea. The score 
is by Paul Nordoff who also composed 
the m^sic for their number, “ Every 
Soul is a Circus.”
The dance “ Deaths and Entrances” , 
is already regarded as a modern class­
ic. Hunter Johnson composed the 
dark and haunting score which con­
veys the loves and hates of the too- 
close life of three sisters.
“ The Eye of Anguish” is a dance 
based on the original legend of King 
Lear that inspired Shakespeare. It 
follows the same violent pattern as the 
original legend, in which a king made 
the error of trying to test love and 
allegiance and fatally misjudged his 
daughter. Miss Graham, in dealing 
with Lear, “ has not dodged any of its 
primitive quality.” Erick Hawkins,
leading male dancer of the company, 
will dance the role o f the tormented 
and insane monarch.
“ Diversion of Angels” is one of 
Martha Graham’s newest works and 
has not yet been seen on Broadway. 
It is a dance of pure joy, with no main 
plot. The score was composed by 
Norman Dell-joio, winner of this 
year’s Music Circle prize.
Seldom in recent seasons have audi­
ences seen a program so representative 
of the wide range of Martha Graham 
and her Dance Company.
Tickets for students are $1.20 and 
regular tickets are $2.40. There are . 
no reserved seats.
tive steps to implement this new policy.
Rev. Morrill Speaks 
At Canterbury Club
Rev. Clinton L. Morrill will address 
a meeting of the Canterbury Club to­
night at 7 p.m. in the Pine Room, Bal­
lard Hall. The topic of Mr. Morrill’s 
talk will be a General Convention, 
which has only recently adjourned in 
San Francisco. He will present the 
inside story of the significant decisions 
reached at the Convention.
Rev. Clinton L . Morrill
Rev. Morrill is well qualified to dis­
cuss the Coonvention, as this is his 
second term as clerical delegate from 
the diocese of New Hampshire. He 
will be remembered by some students 
(continued on page 7)
The Senate Committee on Student 
Organizations held their final open* 
discussion last Thursday afternoon 
when all interested students and or­
ganization representatives were in­
vited to express their views. Present 
at this meeting were some thirty stu­
dents representing most of the groups 
which have evidenced their desires 
of being allowed to return to the 
campus. Majority opinion was in fa­
vor of an unqualified lifting of the 
ban, while some minority opinion 
favored a cooperative political council 
plan and other restrictive devices.
Immediately after the meeting the 
committee retired to a closed session 
in which they set forth their recom­
mendations which were presented to 
President Adams for his consideration 
on Friday morning. These proposals 
did not deal in specifics but presented 
a broad base for student political ac­
tivity in the interests of student edu­
cation.
It was this report which President 
Acjams presented to the Trustees for 
their consideration in establishing the 
new University political policy. The 
Trustees have taken these proposals 
under advisement. In order that they 
may be implemented, the Board has 
authorized that a Trustee-Faculty- 
Student Committee be set up to form­
ulate the specifications of the policy.
It was announced by Frank W . 
Randall, president of the Board of 
Trustees, on Saturday afternoon that 
this six-man committee would be com­
posed of two members representing 
the trustees, faculty and student body.
It is expected that this committee 
will be set up in the very near future 
in order that the final draft of the 
new student political policy may allow 
the earliest possible lifting o f the 
present ban.
Foreign Students Impressed with 
UNH and Its Beautiful Campus
by Irene Muzzey
Norm Myers Chosen 
Al Congress Delegate
Norman W . Myers, a senior, has 
been selected by the National Asso­
ciation of Manufacturers to attend its 
Congress of American Industry.
Npminated by a University student- 
faculty committee, Myers will repre­
sent New Hampshire colleges at the 
N A M ’s S4th annual Congress in New 
York, December 7-9. The Association 
has invited 49 college students— one 
from each state and the District of 
Columbia.
M ajoring in economics and business 
administration, Myers will be a candi­
date for a Bachelor of Science degree 
next June. A war veteran with Navy 
service in Atlantic convoy duty, he is 
married and the father of one child.
Sigma Beta Schedules 
Stunt for Pep Rally
Fun for all is promised by those in 
charge of the Pep Rally Friday night 
at 6:30 p.m. In order to raise campus 
spirit for this week’s game and in the 
hope that other dorms and frats will 
provide similar attractions, Sigma Beta 
will enact a stunt which, if anything 
like the one they put on last year 
on Mayoralty, ought to be a riot.
The cheerleaders request that each 
dorm, frat, and sorority send two cars 
to the pre-rally parade.
It is hoped that all the frosh with 
spare moments on Friday afternoon 
will collect wood fcfr the bonfire.
Granite Photo Appointment 
For Seniors Close Monday
Students who have not as yet made 
appointments to have their pictures 
taken for the 1950 Granite were warn­
ed by the yearbook’s editors this week 
that little time remains for final sched­
uling of these photographs.
Anyone who has not completed ar­
rangements for his or her picture 
should call the Granite offices, phone 
number 468, on Monday, November 7, 
between 12:30 and 5 p.m.
Open SC Meeting on 
l Controversial Issues
Everyone is invited to attend the 
I next regular meeting of the Student 
Council, which will be held on Mon- 
1 day, Nov. 7, at 7 p.m. in Room  202, 
Notch Hall.
There are some on campus who 
have been objecting to the control of 
motor vehicles permits and violations 
by the Student Council. This issue 
will be raised and will offer an op­
portunity for those students to pre­
sent their views. There will also be 
discussion on the controversial ques­
tion o f the campus political ban.
Freshman election and the contin­
uance of the Sophomore Sphinx will 
be brought up. along with numerous 
other questions affecting student life. 
If you have any suggestions, con­
structive criticisms, or plain old 
gripes, this is your chance to air them.
There are 1745 phonograph records 
available for use in the three music- 
listening rooms at the Hamilton 
Smith Library.
The University Library receives 
1128 magazines; how many of them 
are you enjoying?
Official Notices
A ll  s tu d e n t !  a re  r e sp o n s ib le  fo r  k n o w le d g e  
o f  n o t ic e s  a p p ea r in g  h e re .
Scholastic Standing Rules. Students 
are reminded that they are responsible 
for a knowledge of the scholastic re­
quirements given in Part 05 of the 
Rules Book. Copies of this book are 
available at the information desk in 
the Student Administration Office.
P h o to  b y  V o g le r
Newcomers to the Durham campus are the above group of students 
from foreign countries. Reading from left to right: (front row) Enid Hill 
of Toronto, Canada; Emilio Casellas of Puerto Rico; Tadeishi Iida of Japan; 
Werner Guenthero of Germany; and Iris Sing-Hua Yang of China.
(second row) Ludwig Stangeland of Norway; George P. Onderka of 
Venezuela; Peter Schmidt of Germany; and Arne Stangeland of Norway.
Defeating the sophomores on Uni­
versity Day provided a bi§ thrill for 
foreign exchange student Emilio Ca­
sellas of Santurce, Puerti Rico. Em­
ilio also enjoyed seeing and playing 
football for the first time. A  graduate 
of the Colegio San Jose in Puerto Ri­
co, Emilio likes everything about 
U NH , and he even enjoys the weather.
Arne Stangeland from Haugeslund, 
Norway, is one person that cold wea­
ther doesn’t bother. On one of the 
most brisk days in Durham I saw him 
strolling down the walk in his shirt 
sleeves. Arne, a transfer from the 
University of Vermont, especially likes 
the attractive U N H  campus. Con­
trary to what might be expected, he 
lists soccer as his favorite sport, 
rather than skiing.
The. Blue Key mayorality campaign 
was “ very fascinating’” according to 
Enid Hill from Toronto, Canada.
Enid is impressed with the many ex­
tra-curricular activities on campus. 
The only thing that she dislikes about 
U N H  is “ too much homework.” Enid 
plans to major in English.
George Onderka is a South Ameri­
can from Maracibo, Venezuela, but 
hopes to make the United States his 
home after graduation. Last year 
George attended New Hampton Acad­
emy; so he is already acclimated to 
New Hampshire’s cold winter weather. 
In fact, his favorite sport is ice skat­
ing. George plans to be a chemical 
engineer.
The friendly atmosphere of U N H  
and the beautiful scenery were named 
by Iris Yang as being the things about 
the college which particularly impres­
sed her. Her one dislike was a com ­
mon one— that of waiting in line for 
meals. Iris is majoring in occupa­
tional therapy.
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Trustees to Authorize 
Six-member Committee
by Burton E. Nichols
Student politics were in the spotlight again this week as the 
Senate Committee wound up their hearings and debate on the 
present political ban with a resolution which was presented to 
the University Board of Trustees last Saturday morning. The 
Trustees viewed the report “ with sympathetic interest” and have
set in motion the machinery which AyiU eventually evolve the posi-
9
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A d a m s  H o n o re d  by C o lleagu es: 
E le c te d  P re s id e n t o f A ssociation
by Barbara Hayes
Our President, Arthur S. Adams, 
was elected president of the Associ­
ation of Land-Grant1 Colleges and 
Universities last week. Recently^ a 
member of the Association’s executive 
committee, he was elevated to top 
position at the 63rd annual meeting in 
Kansas City, M o.,_ succeeding John A. 
Hannah of the University of Michigan.
The Land-Grant Association, in­
cluding 53 colleges and universities, 
was organized in 1886 after Congress 
passed the Morrill Act, setting up the 
country’s land-grant institutions.
Pres. Adams, because o f his diversi­
fied experience, was aptly chosen for 
this position. When he emerged from 
the Navy with the rank of Lieutenant 
in 1921, Mr. Adams became in suc­
cession Freshman Advisor, as well* as 
Assistant to President in the Colorado 
School of Mines, President of the 
Board of Control of the State Indus­
trial School for Boys in_ Colorado, 
Assistant Dean of Engineering of Cor­
nell University, Director of Engineer­
ing Science and of the Management 
W ar Training Program also at Cor­
nell University. .
Back in the Navy in 1941, Adams 
climbed the rungs of the Navy ladder 




For Nov. 21 Convo; 
Filing Rules Listed
by Dave Cunniff
President Arthur S. Adams
College or preparatory school stu­
dents who live in European countries 
served by American Overseas Airlines 
may now take advantage of a special 
35 per cent round-trip fare reduction 
to fly to their homes overseas for the 
Christmas vacation or other holidays, 
W . N. Bump, Regional Vice-President 
for the airlijne in Boston, has an­
nounced. .
The special students reduction has 
been approved by the Civil Aero­
nautics Board and went into effect 
on October 17. Students may fly from 
Boston or New York to Gander, 
Shannon, London, Stockholm, Copen­
hagen, Oslo, Reykjavik, Helsinki, 
London, Amesterdam, Frankfurt, 
Glasgow, or Berlin.
Any school child, preparatory school 
student or full-time college student 
who lives in Europe and is between 
the ages of 12 and 21 is eligible to 
receive the 35 per cent reduction on 
any American Overseas Airlines flight. 
The only stipulation is that a student 
must submit a certificate from an 
official of his educational institution 
regarding his age, status and purpose
of travel. . ,. . . .
Further information regarding this 
special students reduction may be ob­
tained from the American Airlines 
office at 80 Federal Street, Boston, 
Mass.
mander to Captain to Special Assist­
ant to Director of Training. He was 
released from the Navy in 1945 and be­
came Provost of Cornell University 
until he was appointed President of 
the University of New Hampshire in 
1948.
Mr. Adam’s ability has been widely 
recognized. He was awarded honor­
ary degrees from the University of 
the South, Stevens Institute of Tech­
nology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti­
tute, and several other colleges.
The" University is proud to have 
such an able man as its president and 
as President of the Association of 
Land-Grant Colleges.
Local AIEE Chapter To 
Hear District Head Speak
Mr. Victor Siegfried, re^arch di- 
rector of the American Steel and W ire 
Company at W orcester, Mass. and 
former professor of electrical engi­
neering at W P I, will address the 
meeting of the local chapter of the 
American Institute of Electrical Engi­
neers on Nov. 4.
M r. Siegfried, Who will discuss 
“ W h at Industry expects of the Y oung  
Engineer” , is the vice-president of the 
Northeastern section of the A I E E  
and also spoke here last year.
13 ROTC Students
Register for ERC
Thirteen R O T C  students of the 
University of New Hampshire regis­
tered in the Enlisted Reserve Corps 
at Durham, October 20th. The stu­
dents will be taking on double duty, 
in that they will not only do their 
regular R O T C  training, but will also 
train with an organized reserve corps 
unit from Portsmouth.
Of the thirteen, three of these stu­
dents have completed three years 
senior R O TC, six have completed two 
years senior R O TC , while the other 
four are in their first year.
These students will have the ad­
vantage of additional training with the 
O RC as well as drawing pay for their 
services. Those enlisting were: Frank 
E. Wilson, Charles S. Black, Jr., Her­
bert I. Lis, Francis Gilbert, Hugo .E. 
Riciputi, Lawrence J. Traghy, John 
E. Lafayette, Daniel J. Walsh, Lester 
B. Sanborn, James T. Williams, 
Earle B. Grant, Merle B. Grant and 
Richard S. Hasty.
Freshman elections will be held at 
a convocation sponsored by A W S  and 
the Student Council at the Field 
House, Monday, November 21. The 
class • offices of President, Vice-presi­
dent, Secretary, and Treasurer will be 
filled at this time.
In addition, the freshmen will elect 
five members of their class to the 
Student Council: three councilors
from the College of Liberal Arts; one 
from the College of Technology; and 
one from the College of Agriculture.
Those freshman who wish to be 
candidates for class offices should pro­
cure petitions from the Dean of Men’s 
offices after 8 a.m. on Friday, Nov 4. 
Fifty signatures from members of the 
Freshman class must be obtained be­
fore any candidacy is officially recog­
nized. The signed petitions must be 
filed with the Dean of Men not later 
than 4:00 p.m. on Nov. 10. No fresh­
man may sign more than one petition 
for any office, and no freshman may 
run for more than one office. Dupli- 
catory signatures will nullify both or 
all of the petitions concerned.
Male members of the Freshman 
class who run for the Student Coun­
cil will be subject to the same rules 
and will duplicate the same procedure 
for candidacy, but may obtain the re­
quired signatures from any male mem­
ber of the student body.
Pictures of all candidates will be 
taken at Durham Notch Hall at 7 p.m. 
on Thursday, Nov. 10. These _ pic­
tures will appear in the Nov. 17 issue 
of The New Hampshire, and the exact 
time of the Freshman Convocation, 




Like thought itself the wheel spins 
on and on; the little white ball skips 
clikity clack trying to decide on which 
shade to land . . .  plain red or black. 
Today it lands on red ($|ed for anger) 
and I am mad, or today it lands on 
black (black for sobriety or mourning) 
and I am dead serious or sad. Should 
it land on white (plain for nothing in 
particular) I shall just ramble on for 
a while. This is a column that finds 
its subject through chance. If I try 
humor and you laugh, chalk up one 
for the house. If I get serious and 
you don’t get it . . .  forget it, and 
wait for the next spin. If what I say 
just “ don’t seem no good” , remember 
that all gamblers crap! out once in a 
while, and just stick with it; get what 
you can from Roulette.
Dr. Chapman To Discuss
White Is Light
Let me give the wheel a few trial 
spins to show you how it works. 
Around and around goes the wheel. 
The little ball jumps, it hesitates, and 
finally bobbles on white and four, the 
funny number. I hate to attempt this 
but please bear with me and try to 
smile. You all know that the Mili­
tary Science course here has a nick­
name. That is mill sigh. Does that 
mean that a mill sigh is something 
like a factory grunt?
W e spin the wheel again and it lands 
on black and I am dead serious. At 
the Vermont game the flag refused to 
go majestically up as the band played 
the Natiq.rfal Anthem. But I think 
that little episc#le brought something 
pretty fine into view. There wasn’t 
a snicker as those poor guys struggled, 
yanked and pulled at that obstinate 
chain. Had that been anything but the 
American Flag I feel sure there would 
have been much guffawing. It just 
shows that the flag, even in an almost 
ridiculous situation, still commands a 
lot of respect. It made me feel a little 
good.
Red Fans Fire
constructive thought on the part of 
all concerned could not convert those 
clogged-up lines into a free flowing 
group of smiling students. I narrow­
ed it down to this. In my estimation 
the inefficient feature of Commons is 
that each individual has to pass one 
point, namely a steam table. W hy 
not put in two parallel steam tables 
that would handle four lines of stu­
dents. Let me put it this way. 
W ouldn’t an A  & P super market be 
in a great state of affairs if they had 
only one check-out booth. They 
would then be obsessed with lines as 
we are now obsesse with lines. But 
the A & P, a master of common 
sense, puts in many check-out booths. 
So why don’t we have a couple more 
steam tables. That would be my so­
lution.
W e give the wheel another spin.
Glacial Studies November 9
Dr. Donald H. Chapman, Professor 
in, the Department of Geology, will 
address the Durham Chapter, Ameri­
can Institute of Mining Engineers, at 
Conant Hall, Room  207, on W ednes­
day, November 9, at 7:30 p.m. on 
“ Glaciers of Nevaya Zemlya.”
The information for his talk was 
gathered by Dr. Chapman himself 
while on a trip to the Arctic Circle 
in 1937. Tinted slides will add to the 
portrayal of glacial activity in the far 
north. Dr. Chapman is planning a 
January trip to Sweden where he in­
tends to further investigate the activi­
ties of mountain and continental gla­
ciers. Interested students and faculty 
members are invited to attend the 
meeting. *
Incidentally, this wheel willw>rmally 
be spun only once every week. Any­
way ’round it goes. The little ball 
darts with no hesitation to red and I 
am mad. I am angry at an outland­
ish and disgusting situation . . . .  Com­
mons, and specifically the lines. The 
digusting feature of this digusting sit­
uation is that no one is apparently to 
blame. You can’t blame the girls in 
white for the fact that the place is 
too small and you can’t blame the stu­
dents because there are simply too 
many of them. So what do we do? 
Apparently we just say “ phooey”  and 
spend valuable time in lines. W ell 
this is asinine.
This school, in teaching technical 
subjects, is an advocate of system and 
you can’t make me believe that a little
Your Comments, Please
But I don’t know anything about in­
efficient restaurants or steam tables.
Maybe you do. Do you have some 
pet scheme that would help the situ­
ation? With all of these educated and $ 
semi-educated people around I feel 
sure that something could be doped 
out. I talked with Miss Thames.
She told me that she would > gladly 
welcome any logical help that might 
alleviate the present situation. Com­
mons will cooperate one hundred per­
cent. They will even stay open a little 
longer if it would help any. /
Here is a practical situation that can {
be corrected. It will take thought 
and cooperation. Many campus or­
ganizations have lusty illusions of new 
buildings and a greater and more 
wonderful college. At this rate, ,iow- 
ever, when we have all kinds of new 
Notch Buildings and equipment we f  
will still be waiting in line at Com­
mons. Let’s do first things first and 
dissolve the lines at Commons. The 
New Hampshire will publish any sug­
gestion that might be of constructive 
help. Here is a problem that pertains 
to you and can be solved by you.
Let’s get on it.
The wheel slowly eases to a stop.
Complete line o f 




Any students interested in officiating 
at intra-mural basketball contact Hank 
Swasey at the Field House.
D OVER SH OE H OSPITAL
6 Third Street Dover, N. H.
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D ’Oyly Carte Opera Co.
2 Complete Shows Starting at 6:30
White as a snowflake and as right 
for Winter! Sleek, modern lines— 
all rubber outside—warm shearling 
cuff—full fleece lining. Easy on 
your feet—easy on your eye!
VICTOR SHOES
376 Central Ave. * Dover, N. H.
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Their perfect-fitting, good looking collars are downright 
irresistible. They can "take it," too, and will give you
long, hard wear. Your choice of broadcloth or o x fo rd -
regular or French cuffs. $3.65 up. §
f. ARROW SHIRTS
TIES •  UNDERWEAR •  HANDKERCHIEFS •  SPORTS SHIRTS
Arrow Shirts and Shorts sold in Durham at
B R A D  M clN T IR E
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Letters to the Editor
Full Sail Ahead
Dear Mr. Editor:
Since the anonymous party who 
wrote the letter in last week’s New 
Hampshire captioned “ No Sail” seems 
to want you to act as Mr. Anthony, 
I find it necessary to answer his 
charge through you.
The “ affiliation of sorts” mentioned 
is best clarified by the Note on page 
19 of Your Organization’s Dollars, the 
annual report of the ASO.
Agreed, the Y C  members may use 
one of the OC trucks any time it is 
not being used on a scheduled trip. 
It is a commonlv known fact that 
both trucks have been in use every 
week-end since the fall semester start­
ed. W hat apparently is not known 
is that there are certain restrictions 
imposed by our Insurance Company 
which limit the number of drivers of 
the trucks. These drivers have to pass 
a test and sign a pledge that they will 
conform to the rules set up by the 
Club. Under these conditions, an ap­
proved driver must accompany any 
Sailing group. Since the OC has to 
seek additional transportation from 
car owners, I suggest that the Yacht 
Club use the same procedure.
I would also like to say that anyone 
who has either a complaint or a sug­
gestion to make will be most welcome 
at any Blue Circle meeting. These 
meetings are held every Monday night 
in Room  202 of the Notch at 9:00 p.m.
Many thanks for your role as inter­
mediary.
Fred Pitman 
Pres, of Blue Circle
N. H. Slights Hetzel
T o The Editor:
As a resident of Hetzel Hall, I have 
perhaps been more fortunate than 
others of my dorm. I can truthfully 
state that I ’ve obtained one copy of 
The New Hampshire since the semes­
ter began.
I do not know of your method of 
distribution, but Hetzel Hall is being 
slighted.
T o  insure the chances that others 
like myself might be able to read your 
weekly, I strongly suggest that you 




Editors Note —  W e are glad to hear 
that The New Hampshire is finding 
so warm a reception at Hetzel Hall 
and all other dorms and houses. As 
regards distribution of* our college 
weekly, we believe that enough copies 
of the paper are left .t each residence 
to insure each student having or see­
ing a copv; provided that students do 
not choose to mail extra copies of the 
paper home to parents and girl friends. 
The New Hampshire would like to 
enter the home of every University 
parent and admirer, and for this pur­
pose we have printed subscription 
blanks which will insure off-campus 
delivery, if left at our offices along 
with $2, payable by check or cash. 
However, the circulation department 
of The New Hampshire will look into 
this matter so welcomely brought to 
our attention.
Safety Patrol on Guard as School Bells Ring
The Cats Meow  by Richard Bouley
New Exchange Student Compares 
American and German Mores
This week’s Cat’s Meow is to be 
dedicated to information given to us 
by Peter Schmidt, a German exchange 
student, who is now residing at Phi 
Mu Delta. Peter told us many inter­
esting things about himself and his 
country. But first, we would like to 
describe him. H e’s about 5 11 , has 
blond hair and is neat and good look­
ing. This last summer to earn enough 
money to come over here he tutored 
in English, Latin, History, Mathe­
matics, German, Spanish, French, and 
Physics. He is only 20 years old!
The first thing that we talked about 
was the American language. Peter 
told us that he took English for 9 
years, but when he heard the people 
talking in America, he could hardly 
understand them. He likes the Ameri­
can idioms “ No kidding” and Hi .
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Official Undergraduate Newspaper of 
the University of New Hampshire
P u b lish e d  w e e k ly  on  T h u rsd a y  th rou g h ou t the 
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He especially likes the expression, 
“ See you later” . Peter explained, “ In 
Germany we have no such expressions. 
W hen two friends wish to part they 
smile and laugh a little and depart 
from each other. But in America, you 
say, ‘see you later,’ and everything is 
all right.”
Peter also commented that one dif­
ference between American life and 
German life is more conservative or 
stiff. This is shown, according to 
Peter, by the loud and bright ties here 
and the ties of one color, usually drab, 
in Germany. A lot has been said 
about the continental style o f eating, 
that is, with the fork in the left hand 
all the time, but Peter eats with his 
right. He says, “ In Germany, you 
always have a knife in your right hand 
and your fork in your left. But I 
taught myself this way.”
In comparing his section of the 
•country, Karsruhe in Southwestern 
Germany,, with New Hampshire, be 
finds them very much the same. 
Peter said that Karsruhe is like Dur­
ham only larger with more parks. He 
also said that the Karsruhe secondary 
school is part of the city not the city 
a part of the school as Durham is.
The buildings there are being re­
built again, he said, and that what 
were once moors are now level spots 
on which factories are being built. 
The moors have been filled up with 
rubble from the bombed cities.
His education consisted of four 
years of Grammar School and nine 
war-interrupted years of secondary 
school. This summer he passed his 
secondary school exams which will 
let him go to Heidelberg University 
and study banking and accounting. 
One of the many differences between 
our schools is the distinct social bar- 
riier between prifessors and their stu­
dents. He was quite amazed to find 
his teachers calling him Peter. He 
was also very surprised to find the 
students driving cars. He said, “ In 
our University all you see are stables 
filled with bicycles. Not those bi­
cycles with motors in them, —  motor­
bikes, but just bicycles. Everyone 
travels on bicycles. In America there 
are more cars than anything else. 
Even the students have cars!” He 
also said that there are about ten girls 
and 5000 boys ,in his secondary school; 
this is because not too many girls are 
interested ir have the money to send 
them to a secondary school.
During the war, Peter was taught 
that Democracy was just a low thing. 
He had never learned anything about 
it at all. But when he saw what life 
is like under the American way he 
chapgfed his mind. At first he was 
worried when he heard that the 
Americans would be in Germany, but 
now he sees that it is the only way. 
Peter said that the Americans treat 
him very nicely except for the few 
had ones that go with every army. 
It was not until after 1945 that he 
learned about Democracy and now he 
is all for it. Peter said, “ It is a good 
idea to send Europeans to America 
as that is the only way to, restore 
economic and political peace.”
As schools reopen this fall for America’s 8,000,000 
children a vast army of safety patrol boys, 350,000 
strong, will help law enforcement agencies protect them
(P H O T O  c b u R T E S Y  O F  C H E V R O L E T  M O T O R  D IV IS IO N )
from the traffic dangers at street crossings. This typical 
picture shows patrol boy permitting children to cross 
on their way to school while traffic has stopped.
Student Spirit Wins
W hat has happened to the student spirit 
on this campus? The last few rallies that have 
been held on Notch Hill have been dismal fail­
ures. Is it the accumulation of*studies on Fri­
day nights or the disinterest of the students 
which tend to bog down the rallies with poor 
showings? W e prefer to believe that it is the 
latter.
This week U N H  plays Tufts at home and 
several organizations have combined to make 
this com ing rally a bigger and better one than 
any we have had this year.
Sigma Beta has planned some sort of a stunt 
for Friday night complete with parade. The 
cheerleaders would like to have each dorm, so­
rority, and fraternity represented by at least two 
cars for the parade at seven o ’clock. They also 
want the freshman class to gather w ood all day 
Friday so that we can have the biggest bonfire 
ever seen on this campus.
This com ing rally may prove to be the spark 
to rekindle the student spirit. W hat we need is 
organization and co-operation to make it a suc­
cess . This may encourage more clubs and or­
ganizations to get together to plan stunts and 
activities for our rallies.
If you can’t play for New Hampshire at 
least you can certainly cheer for New Ham p­
shire. - R. C. B.
Autumn Highways
Fall brings forth different thoughts to each 
of us. T o  some it may mean the end of sum­
mer. T o  others it is the beginning of winter. 
Or it may mean the hunting season. Or foot­
ball. Or textbooks. Or it may just mean that 
time when the country-side is turned into a sym­
phony of color as the leaves turn.
But whatever our own particular thoughts, 
there is one thought tlfet each of us should have 
as we watch the leaves fall from the trees. W e  
should think of what those leaves mean when 
they fall upon the highway. They mean that 
the roads are infinitely more dangerous than 
they have been all summer. W et leaves are 
just as treacherous as a skim of ice and they are 
without the protection of sodium chloride or 
sand.
By instinct we are cautious during the win­
ter as we face the threat of snow packed roads. 
But through fall we are apt to disregard the 
equally dangerous conditions which nature im­
poses upon us.
And fall means earlier and longer hours of 
twlight. Statistics prove that early evening is 
the most dangerous-time of day on the highway.
W ith  these imminent threats, every m otor­
ist should drive his car as if the next turn might 
reveal a leave-strewn road or an unseen car.
Book Bottleneck
It has come to the attention of The New 
Hampshire that a bottleneck develops every now 
and then in regard to assigned outside reading 
in the library Reserve room.
The gist of the complaints, as we gather 
them, is that extensive outside reading is 
assigned to large classes and the number of 
assigned books on reserve is far too few to rea­
sonably supply the demand.
First, besides the limited number of books 
available for any one assignment, is the matter 
of hours for the Reserve room which are definite 
and unvariable. Secondly, requirements of other 
courses use up much time that could be spent 
in the Reserve room if a student were free to 
devote all his time to one course. The result 
of such a situation is that there just aren’t 
enough copies available to enable the students 
to reasonably complete some of the outside 
reading.
The solution is obviously either to see that 
more books are available or that more time is 
allotted to the students in order that they may 
com plete the outside readings which require use 
of a limited number of Reserve books.
W e mention this situation because we feel 
that many students concerned hesitate to take 
the matter up directly with their professors, 
although we are certain that the presentation of 
such a problem would receive sympathic under­
standing. L. F. R.
Plain Common Sense
The chief need in this business of brother­
hood is an ample measure of just plain com mon 
sense. H igh sounding language and reaching 
out for the millennium all at once will not pro­
duce a thing.
People —  races, creeds, and nationalities —  
have their differences. And those differences 
are going to remain. They are as natural and 
unavoidable as the sunrise —  whether or not 
the day happens to be clear.
In their grossly overt and socially damaging 
manifestations, they can be and have been dealt 
with by legislation; but no law can abolish or 
change a fundamental situation.
W e have these differences in this country —  
although, thank heaven, not to the degree that 
they exist in various other parts of the world.
Doctrines of hatred and ill will go  against 
the grain with the great m ajority of American 
people. They always have, and even more so 
today, than ever before.
W e can build on this long established foun­
dation ; build with sanity and with a recognition 
of the plain fact that rights and privileges of the 
few or the majority cannot be served by a denial 
of those same rights to others.
There is room  for all in this country, but 
no room for the pettiness and intolerance that 
breed danger for all. The simple demand is a 
broader and continued use of the basic principles 
oof the dem ocracy we profess as an example to 
mankind. R oy  A . Roberts
Editor, Kansas City Star
Are you getting acquainted with all 
the magazines published in your par­
ticular field? The Visible File in the 
Periodicals Reading Room  will tell 
you where on campus to find them.
The New Hampshire is not offering a special prize at $1.98, but a newspaper full of 
news, student opinions, laughs and general doings of the Durham Culture Factory. Y our 
paper is good every week so you needn’t w orry  about what is sent home to your folks. 
The New Hampshire is a bargain at $2.00 and a bargain dog never bites.
Use this subscription blank and send The New Hampshire h o m e !
Editor
The New Hampshire 
Ballard Hall, Durham, N. H.




Enclosed find $2.00 for «one year’s subscription.
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Brewster Edges Kittens 20-19; 
Martinmen Score in Final Second
by Tom Kirkbride ’53
A ferocious final fling in the con­
cluding moments of “ End-Dever” that 
would have sent even Johnny Lujack 
into nail-biting hysteria proved to be 
of small significance last Friday, as a 
badly battered Brewster clan groped 
its way from the gridiron, dragging a 
20-19 win home to the lakes region.
The smaller visitors wasted no time 
in getting down to business as they 
scored on the sixth play of the first 
period. Dick Dewing kicked deep in­
to Brewster territory where the oval 
was picked up by Frank Fotino and 
run back to the 35. John Valhouli 
then created a picture that was to be­
come familiar to New Hampshire fans 
throughout the first half. He slashed 
through the line for six yards. _ Fotino 
then repeated the stunt and did it so 
effectively that he was able to scamper 
31 yards before being dragged down 
on the New Hampshire 24. The for­
ward .frontier woke momentarily to 
nab Dick Cahill at the line of scrim­
mage, but then Frank White picked 
up additional yardage, setting up the 
initial score. Fortino flipped to Bob­
by MacLeod for a touchdown one 
play later. John Valhouli made good 
his attempted conversion and the 
Wildkittens were seven points arrear.
Dick Dewing returned the kickoff 
to his own 26. On the first play from 
scrimmage the same Mr. Dewing 
fumbled, and much to his dismay, he 
couldn’t find the ball. Brewster did, 
however, and five plays later Dick 
Cahill carried the mail into the end- 
zone. Valhouli was successful again 
and Larry Bartnick and his charges 
were the proud possessors of a four­
teen point advantage.
The Martinmen took the ensuing 
Brewster kick and marched from their 
own 33 into the W olf boro end-zone in 
seven plays, proving that they were 
still in the ball game. Ed Smith, who 
matched Frank Fotino pass for pass 
all afternoon, flipped the first com ­
pletion to Tom m y Ruffin. This was 
good for ten yards and a first down on 
the enemy 19. Fullback Dick Dewing 
then raced over for the first of his 
two touchdowns. Pierre Boucher
Harriers Sweep MIT; 
NEICAA’s Saturday
The Durham hilltoppers took an­
other victorious sojourn to foreign 
raceways Saturday as the Wildcat var­
sity overcame the M IT  harriers, 25- 
30, and the Kittens ran away from the 
Tech freshmen, 18-39, at Boston’s 
Franklin Park.
The Cats and Kittens must be in 
even better form this Saturday, how­
ever, if they hope to annex the New 
England IC A A  meet which will _ be 
run over the same Franklin Field 
courses. The Wildcat varsity and 
frosh squads will literally have to sub­
sist on a diet of mercury this week 
if they entertain any hopes of defeat­
ing the top representatives of New 
England’s leading colleges. The Cats 
could he ceded an^outside chance if 
Bobby Bodwell and Russ Chase re­
turn to top form and are given sup­
port from 'D on  Sherk, Bob Paulson, 
and Tom m y Hahn. The Kittens are 
the defending champions and will de­
pend chiefly on the flying feet of Earl 
Averill and Ralph Stephens to retain 
their laurels. Off their current show­
ings, Paul Sweet’s youngsters could 
turn the trick.
Last Saturday, five Durhamen skip­
ped home in order behind pace setters 
Nicholson and Holland of the Tech- 
men. They were closely trailed by 
U N H ’s Tom m y Hahn and Don Sherk. 
Bobby Bodwell, Don Paulson, and 
Capt. Russ Chase followed by racing 
across the line in a blanket finish to 
clinch the meet. g
Belmont’s Ralph Stephens ran "out 
of teammate Earl Averill’ s shadow for 
the first time this year in leading the 
Kittens to a one-sided decision. 
Stephens led virtually all _ the way, 
negotiating the three miles in 18:18.2, 
besting Averill. Everett W ebber 
coasted home third, Jerry Durkin fifth, 
and Jean Simoneau seventh to com ­
plete the Kitten point-making.
missed his first P A T  of the year and 
thus Brewster still held the lead, 14-6.
Following the second New Hamp­
shire kickoff, Fotino, the brilliant 
quarterback from Wakefield, Massa­
chusetts, passed to Bob M acLeod for 
the final visitor’s tally. It was a 
miraculous catch on the part of Mac­
Leod, whose offensive play at end was 
short of spectacular. The play cover­
ed 45 yards. Valhouli failed in his 
third placement attempt, but the boys 
from the lakes region entered their 
dressing room at half time still on 
top, 20-6.
The Freshmen received once again 
at the start of the third period, and 
were stymied for four downs. The 
Lakers took over and smashed their 
way to two more first downs before 
a Fotino aerial was intercepted by 
Ted Trudell and run back to the 46. 
Here the Kittens proceeded *to form 
a juggarnaut, and with panzer-like 
thrusts they drove the remaining dis­
tance. +o score. Hal Campbell, Dick 
Dewing, Tom  Ruffin and Gill Bray all 
bolted forward for sizable gains during 
this attack. Hal Campbell tripped 
over the final stripe from four yards 
out for the second Freshman six- 
pointer, but again Boucher’s toe failed 
to functioon effectively. The little 
cats still trailed, 20-12.
The enemy forward wall held firmly 
for three plays, and it appeared that 
the Frosh would be forced to kick out 
of danger once again. Ed Smith 
dropped back into kick formation, and 
took a big gamble. He threw the ball 
into space, and Cliff Dever grabbed 
it. The risk paid off, as it netted 15 
yards. Once again Dick Dewing, Hal 
Campbell and Ted Trudell passed and 
ran to the visitors’ 21, where they lost 
the ball and a possible chance to win 
the contest.
This action brought the game into 
its closing minutes. Bill Green fell 
on the second Brewster fumble of the 
duel, and the Kittens had the ball on 
the 21 once again. Ed Smith was un­
successful in his next two passing 
attempts, but on the fourth down he 
tried again and found his target, the 
target being Johnny-on-the-spot Cliff 
Dever. The catch was made on the 
one yard line. With three scant 
seconds preventing the game from be­
ing history, the 1300 fans rose to their 
feet to see what would transpire. 
Dick Dewing did the honors, on a 
line buck. The game was officially 
over when Dever caught up with an­
other Smith pass, and the final score 
read 20-19.
T o  say the outcome was heartbreak­
ing would be a masterpiece of under­
statement, but it was evident that the 
first half told the story. The Martin­
men were outplayed in every depart­
ment for the first 22 minutes, the 
awakening coming much too late to 
be a success.
The Brewster ends, Bob Lefavour 
and Bob MacLeod, are two of the best 
that this reporter has seen in school­
boy ranks for sometime. They com ­
pare favorably with those two great
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All-Scholastic ends from Lowell High, 
Art Lemoine and Menile Merividies. 
The Lowell flankers were much taller, 
however, but even so they could boast 
no better catching ability than the 
two lads from W olfboro. Dick Dew­
ing and Ed Smith are the backs on the 
Freshman squad that share the spot­
light this week. Dick continued to 
tear opposing lines to shreds with his 
tremendous driving ability, and Ed 
Smith’s passing was exceptional. Tw o 
New Hampshire ends deserve men­
tion; Cliff Dever, for his fine catches, 
and Bob Harrington, for his defen­
sive plav.
C lim a x  " 4 9 ” Sailing a t  Bow doin  
W ith in  5  P o in ts  o f  Bow doin F irs ts
In George Sauer’s first year as head 
football coach at the University of 
New Hamp-shire, the former Nebraska 
All-American played the last three 
games of the pro league season with 
the Green Bay Packers.
New Meadows Pond at Brunswick, 
Maine was dotted with white sails as 
the skippers and crews of UNH, 
Tufts, and Bowdoin met last Saturday. 
Amherst was to have supplied the 
fourth entry but withdrew because of 
faulty weather conditions and travel­
ing mileage.
The Tufts yeomen gained a hold on 
first place for the whole nautical fray 
until the finale of the sixth race when 
New Hampshire smoothly sailed in to 
capture the win. Bowdoin came in 
close behind NH  to nose out Tufts 
by one point.
The Bowdoin sailors were the vic­
tors with 20 points; Tufts followed
closely with 19, and New Hampshire 
reckoned with 15.
U N H  has an ambitious crew but 
suffers from lack of experience and in 
their only two races yet, have had to 
battle poor weather. Despite these 
limitations, they navigated for a first 
and a second in the six individual 
races Saturday.
There will be a Yacht Club meeting 
Thursday night at 7:30 in Room 201 
at Notch Hall.
Her boy friend calls her ‘Bacon”  
because someone is always trying to 
bring her home.
Everybody can win
In the BIG Annual
PHILIP MORRIS
FOOTBALL
_a n d  everybody 
wins in 
smoking pleasure!




(7?dm foat Television, Radio 
and Record Player Prizes—to be given 
aw ay at your College—to Fraternities, 
Sororities, Clubs or Living Groups at 
close of 9 Week Contest! /■
For complete contest de­
tails—plus w eekly post­
ings of individual winners 
consult these contest head­
quarter points!
To avoid delay in processing and in prize awards, 
please submit ballots weekly.
The Wildcat Grant’s
College Pharm Univ. Bookstore
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Tickets at MASK & DAGGER
New Hampshire Hall
The College Shop presents
The Wildcat MaXWeU Ande,rson’s Critics Prize Comed*  NOVEMBER 9 - 12
Adm ission 
60c tax included HIGH TOR 8 :00 p. m.
Ell is* J u m b o s  on R e c e n t W in  Surge; 
M a th e r  Pacing W ild ca ts  O ffe n s iv e ly
Fish Ellis is an alleged master of 
the prolonged sob. Last week, he had 
himself and a goodly part of his Bean- 
town sports writing fraternity tearing 
into their teacups. He had to face^a 
ponderous Amherst eleven Saturday 
afternoon at 2 p.m. and here was his 
ball club, downhearted, immobilized, 
and limping from end to fullback. So 
bruised and beaten were poor Fish’s 
grid Jumbos that they cooly man­
handled the potent Lord Jeff’s with 
all the ruthlessness of a four bit de­
tective villain,. winning going away 
33-14.
The whole truth is that the Jumbos 
have had their troubles this season. 
At times in September, Ellis’ cam­
paigners have had to stand in line for 
training table relief. The most alarm­
ing of the Jumbos ailments has been a 
month long injury to jet-influenced 
halfback, Julie Doliner. The little 160 
pound scatback was Tufts’ primary 
talking point in last year’s 27-18 W ild­
cat win at the Oval. At one time this 
season, Doliner’s running mate, John 
Calagione, was with him on the side­
lines but Calagione, to his opponents’ 
vexation, is back again and by Satur­
day Doliner may himself feel ready 
to face the firing line.
The Wildcat Warrior is expected to 
counter with the same group who tip­












Eyes examined, prescriptions 
filled and prompt service on re­
pairs of all types.
Cats will be out to win their first fray 
of the season before A home-town 
crowd. It will be a football year the 
day after tomorrow since they have 
posted a win at Lewis Field.
Mentor Boston was quick to em- 
nhasize the roughness of the fray at 
Huntington Field and said the Cats 
deserved credit for playing football 
to win, rather than laying back and 
slugging it out. Both Alphie Swekla 
and Louie Pesalis who suffered broken 
noses in the affair are expected to be 
ready for action. The status of tackle 
Eddie Wisniewski, who limped off in 
the last period is a little more doubt­
ful of this time.
In the backfield, Mather, Gage, Du­
rand and Bowes are expected to go 
for the second week. Mickey, who 
has^,plunged for over 500 yards in the 
5 games played, will carry the mail 
at fullback. Mather has hit for 517 
yards with 31 completions in 65 at­
tempts. Jackiie Bowes and Bobby 
Durand, “both of whom have looked 
tremendous in their last two outings, 













An Open Road Doesn’t Mean
Bostons Clinch Third Triumph 40- 12; 
Huskies Rougher than N  E Gridiron
Open Up.
NEAL H A R D W A R E
“Everything in Sports” 
On the Square 
Dover
r»  r  t -  _ _  P h o to  b y  V o g le r
Part of the Bostons TD party at Huntington Field. On left, Mickey Gage, off on a short jaunt in the second 
period. John Cappuccio (73) of the Huskies makes the tackle while John Conroy (20) moves in to lend a hand, 
iw o UNH blockers can be seen at the rear. On right, Gage, again, carrying this time over the 20 yard line in the 
third period. Lyons of the Huskies has missed the tackle while a pair of Zabilskis’ linemen including Captain John 
Nason move in to try their luck. Gus Gilman and Alphie Swekla close in to clear the way for Mickey.
Coffman Memorial Union 
Minneapolis, Minn.
Ask for it either way . . . both 
trade-marks mean the same thing.
With the student body at the University of 
Minnesota in Minneapolis —  it’s the Coffman 
Memorial Union. Coca-Cola is a favorite here, as 
in student gathering places everywhere. For a 
between-classes pause, or after an evening bull- 
session— Coke belongs.
BOTTLED UNDER AU TH O R ITY O F  THE C O C A -C O L A  C O M P A N Y  BY
Sanford Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Sanford, Maine
©  1 9 4 9 , The C o c a -C o la  C om p any
A  five-year old affliction of North­
eastern gridiron aspirations had its 
sixth renewal last Saturday as Clar­
ence E. Boston and entourage loosed a 
tidewater of Wildcat touchdowns that 
immersed the Huskies in their most 
ignoble dunking of the semester, 40-12.
The Cats cavorted to their own en­
joyment -over a turfless Huntington 
Field gridiron, grinding out three 
second period touchdowns that in 
themselves were enough to clinch the 
tussle. They added a trio of surplus 
scores in the second half to post an 
aggregate o f 462 yards to their al­
ready impressive total this season.
The Wildcats showed overwhelming 
territorial superiority in the first per­
iod, but it wasn’t until a minute along 
in the second stanza that they were 
able to reach paydirt. The first time 
the Bostons got their hands on the 
football, Mickey Gage sparked a 1ong 
drive downfield that carried from their 
own 23 to the Husky 11. Again a 
few minutes later they picked up a 
Northeastern punt on the Zabilskis 
35 and bulled 30 yards downfield be­
fore the Husky defenses stiffened to 
muffle the threat.
Mather Scores First
The Bostons grabbed the ensuing 
NE punt and romped from there to 
their first score. Bruce Mather reach­
ed Frank Penney on the 36 with his 
first passing completion of the after­
noon. Mickey Gage ripped off 6 
more through the middle and on the
All-Point Trophy 
Rules Announced
The Senior Skulls Society has an­
nounced this week the method by 
which the all-point trophy for com ­
petition in Intra-Mural Sports shall 
be awarded:
“ In order that there may not be 
any misunderstanding in the method 
of selecting the winner of the All- 
Point Trophy, the Senior Skulls de­
sires to acquaint all competing units 
with the basis on which the trophy 
will be awarded.”
It is as follows: One point for each 
team entered in each tournament (one 
game must be played as a minimum). 
One point for each victory. One- 
half point for each tie, not including 
the tournament championships. Five. 
(5) points for a tournament champion­
ship, three (3) points for second place 
in a tournament, one point for third 
place. In case of a tie in a tourna­
ment playoff, the total points for the 
the two places in question will be 
split evenly (examples: if second and 
third places give a total of four points, 
each team receives two points).
The All-Point Trophy is not a per­
manent award, but a rotating award 
that is# passed to each new intra-mural 
champion in the fall, remaining with 
that house until the following Spring. 
It must be returned to the department 
of Physical Education by June for the 
necessary engraving.
following play Bobby Durand oroke 
through for 24 yards before he was 
dropped on the 6. Gage rammed off 
tackle to the 2 from whence Mather 
hurdled over a quarterback sneak. 
George Kachavos came on to kick; 
he split the uprights and New Hamp­
shire led 7-0.
Six plays later they were on their 
way again. John Connelly of the 
Huskies, fading back to • punt, was 
rushed by the whole center o f the 
Wildcat line. Bob Feero blocked the 
kick on his own 45 and left end Paul 
Wyman recovered. From the 40, W y ­
man skipped to the 15 where a Husky 
back finally made the stop. Mickey 
Gage started wide, then cut inside end 
all the way to the 1. Mather staged a 
couple of quarterback sneaks, the 
second one good for a touchdown. 
Miosky held, Kachavos repeated and 
the score stood U NH , 14-0.
Gage Goes 55 Yards
With a little less than 4 minutes 
left in the second period, the Bostons 
forged ahead by three touchdowns 
when Bobby Durand skirted right end 
for the score. The TD  was set upon 
a dazzling 55 yard breakaway jaunt 
to the Husky 15. Jack Bowes and 
Gage cracked from here to the 8 where 
Durand took over to score. Kachavos 
converted for his third marker of the 
fray and the count stood 21-0 at half 
time.
M oose Townsend staged his weekly 
interception to set up the fourth NH  
tally in the third period. With Gage 
and Bowes doing the bulk of the leg 
work, the Cats spurted 53 yards to a 
tally. Gage climaxed the surge by 
booming inside end and behind a pret- 
tv block by Larry Martin went over
j Meader’s 
| Flower Shop
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to score. Kaohavos came on to make 
it 28-0.
The Wildcat walkaway was slowed 
down a few minutes later when the 
Huskies presented some fireworks of 
their own. With Laconia’s Leo God- 
bout firing the drive they rolled from 
their own 47 into the end zone. God- 
bout himself got into the scoring par­
ade when he flicked around left end 
into the diagonal stripes for a teedee. 
The attempted conversion was wide to 
the right and UNH led 28-6.
Mather, the passer, made his first 
scoring appearance of the day on the 
Bostons’ next touchdown. He pitched 
from the N E 46 to Bill Haubrich on 
the 25. Haubrich shook off one tack­
ier and Jackie Bowes shook up another 
with resounding block as big Bill 
plowed on to register. Kachavos, with 
four straight, kicked wide to the right 
to set the count 34-6.
God'bout got into the scoring act 
again in the opening minutes of chap­
ter four when he bulled over from the 
2 for his second touchdown. The at­
tempted conversion was blocked by 
Pete Herrick and the Cats led 34-12.
Gorman Sets Up Last NH Tally
The second of three classic inter­
ceptions bv Tom m y Gorman laid the 
keel for the last UNH  six pointer. 
Gorman mipped a Connelly aerial on 
the 40 and raced to the 20 before he 
was spilled. A  15 yard clipping pen­
alty set the ball back on the 35, but 
the Bostons weren't to be denied. On 
the first play from scrimmage, Mickey 
Gage cut off tackle for 35 yards and a 
touchdown. Kachavos’ kick was tip­
ped by the left side of the Husky for­
ward wall and spun off wide to that 
side. The Zabilskimen were throwing 
in last minute desperation when the 
clock ran out with New Hampshire 
four touchdowns to the good, 40-12.
Although the Huskies were hope­
lessly otftscored, the two T D ’s they 
registered matched their previous ser­
ies tdtal. In the five engagements 
played before Saturday, the Huskies 
had scored just two times.
The most generous opinion that 
could be espoused on the Huntington 
gridiron is that it measured 100 yards. 
Built partly over the Huskies’ skin 
infield, the turf at all but the far end 
had been totally hacked up by wear. 
The roughness o f  the gridiron was 
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Student Union
T ra n s p o rta tio n  P oo l R eady T o d ay; 
Long  to  S p eak  on C iv il L ib e rtie s
by Libbie Sprague
Greetings from that well-known 
spot on campus, the Notch, better 
known as the home of ST U D E N T  
U N IO N !
Well, that party on Friday night 
certainly was a success. W eren’t 
those decorations wonderful? The 
kids on the Social Rec did a marvel­
ous job, and we hope that everyone 
liked them. Speaking of Social Rec, 
we just want to let you in on a little 
advance information! They are 
throwing another dance on Nov. 12, 
that’s a Saturday nite! W e hope that 
it will be a celebration for a football 
victory that afternoon at Connecticut.
Remember the wonderful film on 
Thursday (after they got it fixed)? 
W ell, Cultural Rec has something else 
in store for the near future! A  talk 
by Prof. Long of the History D e­
partment, on “ Civil Liberties” , Nov. 
8 at 4 p.m.
Good news for all you kids who 
want to go home for weekends and 
can’t get a ride. The TRANSPOR­
TA TIO N  POOL is ready and will be 
put into action by the time this is in 
print. Just check in the Student 
Union office for their names. And 
Student Service doesn’t want you to
forget the fine typewriters on hand for 
your use; only 10c for a half-hour.
Don’t forget, when you come into 
the Notch to get that steaming cup of 
hot chocolate to glance up above the 
counter and see what the new artists 
of the Student Union have been doing 
on forecasting coming events. There 
are really some good posters -here 
(and good events coming).
Just to remind you of one of the 
most important events, remember the 
Student Faculty Talent Show. There 
is still time to sign up, even though 
the auditions were last night. Come 
on up next Wednesday and see what 
you can do! It’s going to be good, 
but we need your support if it is to 
be the best.
W ell, the time has come for the 
whistle to blow here at the Notch, 
and I must blow with it.
N e w  C a th o lic  C h u rch  R eady E a s te r
by Randy Silver
Greek ttlorld
by Sally Baker and Andy Kinslow
-Chief Boston and all his boys,
Plus “ Kampus Kids” with all their 
noise,
Ran Northeastern off the map,
Get set for Tufts— prepare the trap!
Mystery of the Week: “ W orthless” 
Wilfred, ' Sigma Beta, seen in the 
North Newport cemetery with a girl. 
W here did he dig her up?
Eat, drink and be merry: At your
service, gals— Theta Chi helped Alpha 
Chi with their dishes Monday night,
thanks fellars! ___  Theta U enjoyed
'Sunday night supper at the home of 
their patroness, Mrs. Walter Adams
 The Alpha Xi’s had a Hallowe’en
Party with Theta Chi Friday nite . . . .  
Surprises are in order: Alpha Chi
gave their housemother, Mrs. Foulk- 
rod, a birthday party last w eek.. . .  
ATO had an exchange dinner with
Theta U last Thursday night -----
SAE held its first annual coffee hour 
for Freshman girls Thursday. It 
proved to be a great success.
Difficulties of married life depart­
ment: Chalk one for A T& T, Inc.,
who managed to establish_ contact be­
tween Pat Levandowski, patiently 
waiting at Manchester pay phone 
while hubby Bill, Sigma Beta, forgot 
phone number . . . .  Lost: one appen­
dix by Midge Holmes Theta U— will 
“ Line” survive? ? . . . .  H ot news from 
Kappa Delt: member nearly breaks 
leg diving from *op bunk when early 
morning toast burns. “ Oh, no! W e 
haven’t renewed our fire insurance!
 Mystery solved! Bill Haubrich,
Theta Chi, has finally found the Phan­
tom  in Boston. P. S. H e’s still look­
ing for the ca p ta in  Bruce “ Hap­
py Boy” Robertson, Sigma Beta, 
aroused two Sigma Beta brothers at 
sunrise. O bject: early train to Bos­
ton. Surprise ending: Tiime Table
Mabel “ Mike” McClellan, Phi Mu, 
still in the arms of Morpheus. A d­
v ice :’ Trv the Slow Boat to China,
Brucie! !  Balcony seats available
at Phi Mu for the midnight show at 
Phi D U, featuring Bob “ Bump and 
Grind” DuBois.
Return performance: Grand return 
scheduled this weekend for Carlotta 
“ Scoop” Dondero and Nathan “ Ptio- 
ev” Shrednick, partner in crime . . .  
Results of a search for early Ameri­
cans in the wilds of Biddeford by
Yachting Club Commodore 
Schedules Winter Program
Peg Willard, Commodore of the 
Yacht Club, has announced that plans 
for the winter season will be drawn up 
at a meeting of the Sailing Associ­
ation to be held in Room  201, Notch 
Hall, Thursday evening at 7 :30 p.m.
Business on the agenda will include 
the election of officers for the coming 
year and a discussion of last week’s 
races with Bowdoin College.
Stolworthy, Googins 
Speak to A. S. M. E.
T w o speakers held the attention of 
A SM E  members last week. Professor 
Stolworthy of the Mechanical Engi­
neering department spoke on “ Job Op­
portunities For Engineers” at the reg­
ular meeting on Oct. 24.
The professor emphasized the neces­
sity of choosing a direction in studies 
and cited several outstanding U N H  
alumni as successfully determing their 
fields while still undergraduates. •
Mr. D. G. Googins, an engineer for 
the Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, 
spoke in the Trophy Room  of_ Com­
mons on Oct. 26, on the subject of 
“ Modern Lubrication for Modern Ma­
chines.” As an engineer, it is his job 
to deal directly with the problems in­
volved in the performance of lubri­
cants in modern machines. He told 
of the defects of old-style lubricants 
and the improvements that have been 
made in oils . for heavy-duty deisel 
engines and high-speed automotive 
parts. Following an interesting ques-
tion-and-answer period, a film was , g= _ _  . 11 C* ’ HI
shown dealing with the development m ( j , m  h nO C l  -  H TIGTlCLl'V & G T V 1C G  =of high-detergent, high-viscosity oils. !  S jU U U L y  1  U U U  ± l l & W U i y  KJSZJ. V g
'St. Thomas More Church, the new 
Catholic church being erected on Mad- 
bury Road opposite the bank, will 
serve both- {he townspeople and Uni­
versity students. The building will 
be completed by Easter of 1950.
This church will combine Colonial 
and Georgian architecture, to har­
monize with the college buildings. 
The Brideau Construction Company of 
Berlin, N. H. is both designer and 
builder of the church. Outside, the 
building will be red brick. The in­
terior will be oak panelled, with _ the 
pews made of oak, also. Furnishings 
will be of wrought iron.
Durham was established- as the St. 
Thomas M oore Parish in July, 1947,
by the Most Rev. Mathew F. Brady, 
Bishop of Manchester. At the same 
time, he also purchased the church 
site. Prior to this, Durham had been 
a station of the Newmarket Parish. 
The Rev. J. Desmond O ’Connor, ad­
visor to the Newman Club since 1938, 
was appointed as the first pastor of 
the new parish.
St. Thomas More, for whom the 
Durham Parish is named, was a fam­
ous English author and statesman. 
The author of Utopia, he was Lord 
High Chancellor of England under 
Henry V III  and was beheaded when 
he refused to recognize Henry as the 
head of the Church _ of England fol­
lowing the ring’s split with the Pope.
O ’Neil’s Grill
The three little F E A T H E R S  who 
lost theiir SE VEN  C R O W N S after 
the NU game are tripping their way 
home to their old lost G R A N D A D ! 
Good ole M R. B O ST O N !
prospectors from Sigma Beta— Robin­
son, Witham, and promoter Zarichi 
(1) fossil’s remains identified by a 
black polished tooth, (2) girl with 
affectionate eyes (gazing at each
other) !  Dave Dupee’s pet crow
“ Joe H ole” is restricted to second 
floor as “ Ma” Bailey wants to know 
what she’s eating . . . .
Raised eyebrow department: Looks 
like Brother Shakespeare, Phi Mu 
Delta, is giving lessons in flycasting 
A1 “ Y og i” Horne, Phi Mu Delta, 
has taken to sleeping on hardwood
f lo o r s  Theta Chi appreciated the
neat technique of Alpha Xi of last
Friday (night) ___  Reward offered
by T K E : new jokes wanted for Bob
Wherland. The ones he has are get­
ting Threadbare (no slander intended)
 Colby initiated a new chapter of
ATO last week. Delegates from 
campus chapter: W in Bourh, Joe
Chandler, Don Olsen, Bob Hauge, and
Joe R osew ater Coming-out party:
Congrats to Theta Chi’s Jim Nassikas 
and Dick Dodge on the debut of their 
wisdom teeth . . . .  New initiates to 
Ch O include Driz Nelson, Liz Har- 
lowo, Esther MeKeage.
Pinnings: Theta U’s Jean Parmen- 
ter to Marshall Corbett Phi Mu Delta
  Bill Smith, Phi Mu Delta to
Peggy McDuffee of Rollinsford, N. H. 
... .J o h n  Miller T K E  to Miss Molly 
Brady of Philadelphia.
Engagements: Dick Gallagher Phi
Mu Delta to Ruth Crandall of Dover
  Phyllis Jacobson Alpha Chi to
Ted Piecorick Sigma Beta  Doug
Shakespeare Ph Mu Delta .o Rose 
Ann Hawes of Pittsfield
G O W N  BY CE IL  CHAPMAN 
JEW ELS BY PIETER DE WITT
In orde^r to give more service to our customers 
we have added a
LAUNDRY AGENCY
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University Debating Club Faces 
Interesting and Hopeful Season
by John Ellis
The second meeting of the Universi­
ty ’s Debating Club was held in the 
Trophy Room  at Commons on O cto­
ber 27 at 7 :30 p.m. Over thirty in­
terested students were present to en­
gage in a discussion on the revision of 
the Club’s constitution and the election 
o f officers for the ensuing year.
The debate topic for the 1949-50 
season is “ Resolved that the United 
States Should Nationalize the Basic 
Non-Agricultural Industries.” It is a 
pertinent topic which cannot fail to 
innervate the student of oratorical 
ability. It considers a complex prob­
lem which is facing the governments 
of the world today. H ow  this prob­
lem will be solved and the necessity, 
desirability, and practicability for such 
a solution will be tasks which the de­
bating team will attempt t*o answer in 
its meets with other colleges.
All indications forecast a success­
ful season, and Mr. Philip Wheaton, 
debating coach, has high hopes that 
the teams from the University will 
prove to be an effective force in the 
New England debating area. Any 
student who is interested in develop­
ing his. speaking manner, and simul­
taneously broadening his knowledge 
of world politics should sign up now 




Pres. Adams will lay the corner­
stone of the new engineering building 
on Friday, Nov. 11, at 11:15 a.m.
Chairman of the student planning 
committee is Donald Meader, Presi­
dent of the Vector Society. Joseph 
Rousseau, President of the campus 
ASM E, is in charge of publicity; 
President David Breck of the campus 
A IE E  is Chairman of. the Archives 
Committee. In charge of the program 
will be Stanton Young, President of 
A SC E  on campus. Professor Russell 
R. Skelton is acting as advisor to this 
student committee.
President Adams, and Dean Seeley 
of the College of Technology, are 
slated as the principal speakers at this 
occasion.
The officers elected for the coming 
year were president, Mr. Grady; vice- 
president, Mr. Batchelder; secretary, 
Miss Gelb and treasurer, Mr. Lucus. 
A most enjoyable evening was ter­
minated with the serving of refresh­
ments by the hostesses, Miss Gelb and 
Miss Blaine.
Postcards and notices will announce 
the next debating meeting.
Schofield Gbidid . . .
E D ITO R ’S NOTE —  The follow ­
ing advertisement appeared in the 
October 28th issue of The Dart­
mouth :
“ Four game UNH coeds desire 
dates with four good-looking stu­
dents. (Men preferred.) Call or 
write: Social Chairman, Schofield
House, Durham, N. H. Tel. 8363 
after 8 p.m.”
Enough said?
I. R. C . C o n fe re n c e  S la te d  fo r D ec., 
U N H  H o s t  to  F if ty -f iv e  C o lle g e s
The University of New Hampshire 
will play host to fifty-five colleges 
from New England and the Maritime 
Provinces who will attend an Inter­
national Relations Club conference 
here December 2, 3, and 4. Speeches, 
discussion groups, and a social pro­
gram will highlight the conference, 
the theme of which will be “ Transition 
in the Far East.”
MORRILL SPEAKS
(continued from page 1)
from his term of service’ at St. Thom ­
as’. He was then in charge of college 
work here in Durham before the es­
tablishment of St. George’s Mission. 
T o  Concord students he is well known 
as the rector of St. Paul’s.
Am ong the many issues discussed 
in San Francisco were the seating of 
women delegates, the Church’s atti­
tude toward communism, a reconsider­
ation o f the Canons concerning the 
much publicised Melish case, and the 
adoption of a budget.
Light refreshments will be served, 
and there will be group singing, 
games, and possibly dancing after the 




This past week the choral organi­
zations of the Department of Music 
have held elections to determine this 
year’s officers.
The Concert Choir has chosen Da­
vid Breck, President; Elaine Sawyer, 
Secretary-Treasurer; and Irvin W il­
liams, Student Manager and Librarian.
Sally Ann Lambert is the new 
President of the W om en’s Glee Club. 
Alma Whittemore is Vice-President; 
Phyllis LaPierre, Secretary-Treasurer; 
and Joan Gifford, Librarian.
The newly-elected President of the 
Men’s Glee Club is Robert W hitte­
more. Paul Verrette has been elected 
Vice-President; John Lyon, Secretary- 
Treasurer; and Daniel Walsh, Man­
ager and Librarian.
A  record number of students have 
tried out this year for the three choral 
organizations. Even with the neces­
sary restrictions on membership such 
as try-outs and voice placement tests, 
the W om en’s Glee Club, under the di­
rection of Miss Elaine Majchrzak, 
number 75.
The membership of the Men’s Glee 
Club totals 63. Paul Verrette is the 
accompanist, Professor Karl H. Brat-, 
ton, conductor. The Concert Choir, 
also under the direction of Mr. Brat­
ton, numbers 60 picked voices. Mary 
Lu Hanson is the accompanist for 
the organization.
University President Arthur S. 
Adams has been appointed honorary 
chairman. The actiive officers are: 
president, Miss Charlotte Smart, 
U N H ; vice-president, Joseph Quin­
lan, American International College; 
recording secretary, Margaret Fisher, 
University of Vermont; corresponding 
secretary, Louis Bartlett, U N H ; and 
treasurer, Kenneth Fish, UNH .
Mr. Allen A. Kuuisisto, assisted by 
Warren Adams, will be chairman of 
a group planning to discuss such 
topicis as “ Occupation in Japan” , 
“ New Balance of Power in Asia” , 
“ Drive for Regionalism in the Far 
East” , “ China’s Future under Com­
munism” , “ Communism vs. Western 
W orld in the Far East” , and “ Nation­
alism Problems in the Far East.”
Miss Joyce Marshall is in charge 
of registration for the conference. 
The Food Committee is under the 
chairmanship of Ralph Webster, while 
Dick Ladd is the chairman of the ac­
commodation committee and Beverly 
Lessard will handle the social groups.
The group hopes to recruit several 
outstanding speakers to join Miss 
Priscilla Thyng, Dr. John T. Holden, 
and Miss Charlotte Smart.
Student Music Recital Due 
November 7, at Murkland
The first Student Recital of the sea­
son will be presented by the Depart­
ment of Music on November 7 in 
Murkland Auditorium at 7 p.m. The 
evening will feature students from the 
studies of Mr. Bartley, Mr. Steele, 
and Mr- Marshall in piano and violin 














Lens and Shutter Contest 
Still Open To Competitors
Lens and Shutter has decided to 
postpone their snapshot contest of the 
Mayoralty Campaign because so many 
people had not received their pictures 
by last Tuesday’s deadline.
The contest is still open, and you 
can win one, or all, of the three cash 
prizes by entering your snapshot of 
the M ayoralty Campaign at Hewitt Y  
by 8 p.m. tonite.
Tech and Navy Concur 
On Research Projects
by Joan Hamilton
T w o research projects are being 
carried on in Hewitt Hall under the 
auspices of the Navy. Professor Har­
ry H. Hall is in charge of one of 
these, assisted by William H. Prindle, 
Jr., a graduate assistant in physics.
The team is working on the de­
velopment of a new device for the 
measurement of underwater pressure
Newman Club Will 
Hear Father Burke
Beginning Thursday, Nov. 3, the 
Newman Club’s yearly lecture series 
opens on a timely note with a talk by 
Father James L. Burke, S. J., of Bos­
ton College, on “ A  Current Analysis 
of the. Supreme Court.”
Father Burke, who is well known 
throughout New England for his abil­
ity to hold an audience with his fine 
speaking, is Chairman of the Govern­
ment Department at Boston College. 
He has written extensively for lead­
ing periodicals on current govern­
mental problems. While in Durham, 
father Burke will be the dinner guest 
of Prof. Norman Alexander, Chair­
man of the University’s Government 
Department.
Refreshments will be served after 
the lecture, which will be preceded by 
a council meeting at 6:45 p.m. in the 
lounge.
developed by explosions. This re­
search is being conducted through the 
measurement of the electrical char­
acteristics of semi-conductors under 
pressure.
These experiments are on outgrowth 
of work begun when Prof. Hrfll was 
working in the Naval Ordinance Lab­
oratory in Washington, D. C. In 
September of 1946 he arranged to con­
tinue the research here on the U N H  
campus. This arrangement was de­
clared confidential until February of 
1948. In the three years of work, 
Prof. Hall has completed two tasks 
and concurrently carried on his pres­
ent project until it has now become a 
full-time piece of work.
_ Also in Hewitt Prof. . Kuhlthau, 
aided by Stewart Chapin, graduate 
assistant in physics, is working to de­
termine the air friction on surfaces 
moving at a high velocity through a 
rarified gas such as upper atmosphere. 
This work is being done entirely in 
the laboratory through the use f a 
machine which Mr. Kuhlthau explains 
as being “ a big, overgrown cream 
separator working at very high speed,” 
with this machine the team is deter­
mining the drag of a body moving at 
supersonic speed.
This experimentation was begun at 
the University of Virginia, Charl­
ottesville. Virginia, in 1947, and in 
June of 1949 the project moved to the 
UNS campus so that Mr. Kuhlthau 
might continue his research.
Troop 154 Attends Camporee, 
Initiates Prospective Sprouts
by Barbara Conway
Campus Wives Entertain 
Mary Margaret McNair
Mary Margaret McNair, Mayor of 
Dur-ham, will be guest speaker at the 
Campus W ives Club meeting on Nov. 
7, at 8:00 p.m. in the Alumni Room, 
New Hampshire Hall. Miss McNair 
will speak on the topic of Woman 
Suffrage. Old-style costumes and 
fashions will be modeled as a part of 
the program.
Barbara Myers, president, will con­
duct the meeting. All wives on com- 
pus are eligible to belong, and new­
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On the Square
HIGH TOR
(continued from page 1)
Eric Kromphold and Logan Hankins. 
The former earned just acclaim for 
an able characterization of the lead, 
Joe Keller, in All My Sons. Other 
shows with which Kromphold was 
actively associated were The Fourth 
Mrs. Philips, A  Doctor in Spite of 
Himselfj and No Mother to Guide 
Her.
Ghost Crew
An old Indian, philosopher and 
friend to Ban, will be acted by John 
Farrell, who gave such an able ren­
dering of the roguish Scanarelle in 
A Doctor in Spite of Himself last 
winter. As the ghosts of the crew 
of a Dutch ship doomed to wait on 
the tor for a relief vessel that never 
comes are Hollis Kinslow as Captain 
Asher, Robert Piper as Dewitt, 
Yvette Bergeron and Evelyn Marsh as 
Lise, the captain’s wife, Kerry Roth- 
stein as Pieter, Ben Orcutt and David 
Buttrick as two sailors.
Providing introductory and entre- 
acte music for the show will be the 
universitv orchestra under the direct­
ion of Mr. Paul Giles.
Wheaton Backstage
A task of no mean proportions has 
been assigned the backstage crew un­
der the guidance of Philip Wheaton.
Tickets for the show, November 9 
through 12, are now on sale at the 
College Shop and at the Wildcat.
At a meeting held recently, the 
local Bov Scouts, Troop 154, initiated 
several new members into the troop. 
Active members 14 years old and over 
were elevated to the rank of Explorer 
Scouts in accordance w'th a planned 
realignment of age groupings.
.Carrying out the scout activity pro­
gram, six members of the Durham 
troop recently attended a Camporee 
near Somersworth taking third place 
in five events. Five troops in all at­
tended the Camporee *nd displayed
FINE FURNITURE 
FOR OYER 50 YEARS







The New Hampshire Varsity Club 
will hold its yearly football dance 
from 8 p.m. to midnight in New 
Hampshire Hall, following the Tufts 
game on November 5.
The popular Wildcat Orchestra, 
which provided the music at this 
year’s Mortar Board and Yacht Club 
dances, will play its distinguished 
style of slow, smooth, danceable music.
The ten-piece student outfit features 
Eddie Dumaine -on the trumpet, Bob 
Gourly and Andy Hastings on the 
trombones, Bruce Luneau, Bob King, 
Dick Gallagher, and Roland Peterson 
on the alto and tenor saxes, also a 
noted rhvthm section with Paul Ver- 
ette on the keyboard, Hazen Bickford 
with the bass, and Justin Horan on 
the drums. The rhythm section is 
famed for its apres-moi-le-deluge style 
of syncopation.
Members of the Varsity Club are 
now selling tickets at 90c a person. 
The decorations, selected by Clarence 
Wadleigh and Bill Slanetz, will be 
on a football theme. Mr. and Mrs. 
Carl Lundholm and Dean and Mrs. 
Davis will act as chaperones. Jim 
Bailey is in charge of the dance com ­
mittee, while “ D oc” Pratt and Henry 
Langevin arranged for the band and 
publicity. Russ Chase is in charge 
of the chaperone’s committee.
Gus Gilman, president of the club, 
urges the student body to attend and 
welcome the large crowd that is ex­
pected from Tufts. The dance has 
been well publicized in Massachusetts, 







Open to any U N H  student 
I Daily 2 -5  Monday - Friday
their skill in such scouting actiivities 
as knot-tying, first aid, and signaling.
James Hennessy, Scoutmaster of 
the local troop, is a Senior at the Uni­
versity, as iis his assistant, Robert 
Paulson. There are approximately 32 
boys from Durham, Madbury, and 
Packer’s Falls under his direction. 
The scouts meet together Wednesday 
nights at the Durham Community 
House.
A  Troop Committee of adult leaders 
in the community includes C. Rich­
ards, chairman; C. B. W adleigh; C. 
O. Dawson; “ Bud” Fisher; and’ H. 
Bisbee.
Functioning as a separate unit of 
the local boy scout movement are the 
sea scouts, numbering about seven, 
several of whom are students at the 
University. They are an independent 
senior Bov Scout movement, and meet 
every two weeks under their skipoer, 
Professor Bardwell of the College of 
Agriculture.
Their troop committee includes Col. 
Putney, formerly of the R O T C ; Capt. 
Launsdale (retired) .o f  the Merchant 
Banne; Mr. Bevan; Mr. Percival; Mr. 
D.eming; Mr. Tonkin; and Mr. Dicker- 
man.
The sea scouts own a forty-foot na­
val surplus tug which is currently 
undergoing repairs at Portsmouth to 
make her sea-worthy.













Excellent Selection Of 
Single Square Dance Records
J. E. Lothrop Co. Inc.
459 Central Ave.
on the square 
Dover, N. H.
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F o r A n n u a l M e m b e rs h ip  D rive
The U N H  Outing Club’s annual 
membership drive began Tuesday 
morning and will continue through 
this week until Saturday noon. A 
table will be placed under T-H all 
Arch, where tickets can be purchased 
from 8:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m., Tuesday 
through Friday. Saturday morning 
the table will be manned from 8:00 
a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Biggest of Outing Club’s many 
projects is Winter Carnival. Carni­
val is a four-day social_ weekend in­
cluding an ice show, ski-boot dances, 
and snow sculpture, and climasxed by 
the Carnival Ball.
Besides Winter Carnival, the O L 
sponsors W oodsm en’s Weekend, 
Freshman Outing, All-University 
Outing, and' hiking or skiing trips 
every weekend. As a member of 
Inter-Collegiate Outing Club Associ­
ation, N H O C  is host this year to their 
annual conference. Colleges from all 
parts o f the country will send repre­
sentatives to New Hampshire this 
spring when this conference assembles 
at Bear Brook State Park.
Outing Club maintains three fully- 
equipped cabins, at Franconia, Jack­
son, and Mendums Pond, plus two 
suburban trucks for transportation. 
During the fall and spring, the week­
ends are taken up by mountain-climb­
ing trips, deep-sea fishing excursions, 
bicycle trips, and daily outings. Ailfer 
snow-fall both trucks are busy taking 
skiers *o the many areas throughout 
the state. This continues into late 
March, as long as there is skiing in 
Tuckermans Ravine.
Manchester Physician Will 
Discuss Socialized Medicine
Dr. Herman N. Sander will address 
the N. H. Chapter of Alpha Epsilon 
Delta, honorary pre-medical s° ciety> 
next Monday evening Dr. Sander 
has recently returned from a tour of 
observation concerning the effects 
socialized medicine.
During his summer tour the promi­
nent Manchester physician visited 
Great Britain, Scotland, Norway, 
Sweden, Switzerland, .Ger“ an&  
Holland. He interviewed Health 
Minister Bevan of Great Britain, 
health ministers in several o ther coun 
tries, and doctors and people from all 
walks of life. Dr. Sander made the 
trip at his own expense wanting to 
know at first hand advantages and
disadvantages of socialized health care.
Pre-medical students are especially 
urged to attend this discussion which 
will be held in Nesmith 219.
ed.-Thurs. . Nov- 2-3
0 0  LATE FOR TEARS




George Raft Virginia M ayo
Sun.-Tues. Nov. 6-8
BEYOND THE FOREST
Bette Davis Joseph Cotton 
Nov. 9-11Ved.-Uri.
SONS OF SURRENDER
Vanda Hendrix Claude Raines 
also
d e p u t y  m a r s h a l l
'ranees Langford Jon Hall
STATE THEATRE
DOVER, N. H.
Thurs.-Sat. > Nov- 3-5










ONCE MORE MY 
DARLING
Robert Montgomery Ann Blyth
Several freshmen who bought mem­
bership cards before September have 
not picked them up as yet. These 
may be picked up this week at the 
table under T-H all Arch.
During the week, tickets may be 
purchased from the following repre­
sentatives who will be at each dormi­
tory and fraternity house: East and 
W est Halls, Fred Pitman; Commons, 
Fairchild, and Hetzel Halls, Clarence 
Wadleigh; College Road Apartments 
and College Road Dorm, Dave Breck; 
Gibbs, Joe Vachon; Engelhardt, Mel 
Johnson; Hunter, Bill Bowman; Scott, 
Hilda Smith; South Congreve, Jane 
Hayes; North Congreve, Peg Willard; 
Smith, Jan Sanderson; Brook House, 
Pris W inslow ; Grant House, Betty 
Ahern; Schofield, Carie Brownrigg; 
AG R, Bill Metcalfe; A T O , A1 Kiep- 
per; Kappa Sigma, Rod W ebb; Lam­
bda Chi, A1 H ood; Alpha Chi Omega, 
Norma Perkins; Alpha Xi, Shirley 
Ciunier; Chi Omega, Pat W ood ; 
Theta U, Betty Perley; Kappa Delta, 
Pat W ood ; Phi Mu, Barbara Hunt; 
Phi Alpha, Bill Slanetz; Phi D U, 
Ray Oulette; Phi Mu Delta, Haven 
Owen; Pi K  A, Ray Oulette; SAE, 
Ed Lynch; Sigma Beta, A1 H ood; 
T K E , Bill Metcalfe; Theta Chi, Dave 
Dupee; Theta Kappa Phi, A1 Kiepper.
History Conference Here 
3rofessors Hear Speakers
History professors from colleges in 
Mane, New Hampshire, and Vermont 
met at Durham last weekend for a 
seminar on European History.
Professor Paul D. Evans of the 
University of Vermont spoke of his 
impressions on his recent trip to 
Europe at a dinner session held Sat­
urday night at the Rockingham Hotel 
in Portsmouth.
A  round-table discussion was held 
Sunday, led by professor John G. 
Gazley of Dartmouth College.
The seminar was held under the 
direction of Philip M. Marston, head 
the U N H  history department.
Scabbard and Blade 
Plans Mil Art Ball
Soabbard and Blade is considering 
the bands of Louie Prima, Bob Ches­
ter, and Bobby Burns for their annual 
Military Art* Bill to be held on Dec. 
9 at N. H. Hall.
Bill Metcalfe heads a general com ­
mittee, which includes: Lou Pasalis,
music chairman; Frank Robie, re­
freshments; Jack Lafayette, publicity; 
Tom  Barret, decorations; Dick Hasty, 
chaperones; Moe Barney, tickets and 
program.
Dancing will be from 9 p.m. to 2 
a.m.
Prof-iles
Three Graduate Students 
Receive UNH Scholarships
Scholarships for three graduate stu­
dents at the University of New Hamp­
shire have been announced by Dean 
Albert F. Dagget.
The scholarships, which provide ex­
emption from tuition, were awarded 
to George K. Buckley, Jr., Portland, 
Me.; William D. Countryman, Rye 
Beach; and Everett W . Linscott, 
Nashua.
Candidates for the awards were re­
quired to take the Graduate Records 
Examination and the awards were 
based on excellence of undergraduate 
work.
Buckley, majoring in English, was 
graduated from UNH  last June. Lin­
scott, who is specializing in Education, 
was graduated from Bates College^ in 
1944. Countryman, a Ziology major, 
presently is teaching at Norwich Uni­
versity while working on a thesis at 
U NH . He was graduated from Olivet 
College, Michigan, in 1941.
ORRIN’S W A T C H  SHOP
Watch Makers and Jewelers
Hamilton and Elgin watches
497 Central. Ave. Dover, N. H. 
Telephone 1725
Y o u th fu l A r t  P ro fessor Favors  
S e lf-E x p re s s io n , M o d e rn  D esign
by Jeanne Somes
While snooping around Hewitt one 
afternoon, I wandered into one of the 
art rooms and discovered young, 
good-looking Mr. John W . Hatch sur­
rounded by boxes of oil paints, the 
pungent odor of turpentine, and a few 
of his students. Here was the man 
for my interview and I had caught 
him in his natural habitat.
He attended the Massachusetts 
School of Art in Boston,_ majoring in 
painting, and graduated in 1941 with 
the medal of honor, “ a special little 
gadget” awarded to that person who 
has done the most outstanding work 
during his four years at the school.
Entering the Armed Forces in Aug­
ust of ’41, he went to Australia and 
the South Pacific Area. During this 
time he had the opportunity^ to_ paint 
two murals, one of which is in the 
AM S building in Washington, D. C. 
This depicts the history of the Photo­
map. The second mural he painted 
for the Red Cross while in Australia.
I asked him if murals took much 
time to paint. He replied, “ The one 
which is now in Washington is 200 
square feet, but it isn’t the painting— 
which took about a month—■_ that takes 
time, but the planning. This took six
months and involved the making of 
hundreds of drawings and enumerable 
sketches, with frequent changes.”
Mr. Hatch was released from the 
Army in 1946. From there he went to 
Yale and earned his Batchelors degree 
in ’48 and his Masters in ’49.
He has been teaching oil painting 
classes here since September and likes 
the set up very much. He says, 
“ There is more talent here than I 
expected. I have seen students come 
and go in art school and I think that 
the majority of art students here have 
fully as much, and some a great deal 
more, ambition and talent.”
Mtr. Hatch is an advocate of modern 
art. He shdwed me some of his stu­
dents’ work and explained what he 
is trying to teach them, with, I be­
lieve, considerable success.
He finds it difficult to refrain from 
guiding his student’s brush at times. 
“ I want the student to express what 
he wants to in his own individual 
way,” he said. W hen I stated that it 
must be interesting for him to throw 
’ out his ideas and see what the stu- 
| dents do with them, he replied, “ Chi 
i the contrary, they throw out their 
ideas and I see what they do with
DOVER ESSO STATION
263 Central Avenue Phone 1705
B. M. Blaylock, dealer
Atlas Tires, Batteries & Accessories,
Car Washing & Polishing
Expert Esso Lubrication
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